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Introduction 42
Genetic variation in natural populations is shaped by diverse biological processes, such as 43 genetic drift and natural selection (Chakravarti, 1999) , and is, in part, responsible for phenotypic 44 variation. For example, arginine auxotrophy in the baker's yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a 45
Mendelian inherited trait due to polymorphisms in the ARG4 locus (Brauer et al., 2006) , whereas 46 variation in S. cerevisiae colony morphology is a complex trait driven by variants in several 47 different genes (Taylor et al., 2016) . The aforementioned yeast phenotypes are all caused by 48 SNPs or small insertions and deletions, which are by far the most well characterized types of 49 genetic variation not only in yeast, but in any kind of organism (McNally et al., 2009; 50 Sachidanandam et al., 2001; Schacherer et al., 2009 ). In recent years, however, several studies in 51 diverse organisms have revealed that genomes also harbor an abundance of structural variation, 52 which too contributes to populations' genetic and phenotypic diversity (Stranger et al., 2007; 53 it has been shown that exposure to environmental copper stimulates the generation of CN 175 variation in CUP1, a gene that is associated with copper resistance when duplicated ( can be substantial; for example, 17.7% of gene expression variation in human populations can be 187 attributed to CN variants (Stranger et al., 2007) . Furthermore, changes in human gene expression 188 attributed to CN variants have little overlap with changes in gene expression caused by SNPs, 189
suggesting the two types of variation independently affect gene expression (Stranger et al., 190 2007 Although more studies are needed, these findings argue that CN variation may be a substantial 242 contributor to the total genetic and phenotypic variation of fungal populations. Additionally, the 243 variation in the correlation between CN and SNP variation across fungal populations ( Figure 4 ) 244 suggests that levels of SNP variation are not always a good proxy for levels of CN variation. 245 246 as high acidity, ethanol, osmolarity, sulfites, and low levels of oxygen and nutrient availability 250 (Marsit and Dequin, 2015). Not surprisingly, S. cerevisiae strains isolated from wine making 251 environments tend to be more robust to acid, copper, and sulfite stressors than yeasts isolated 252 from beer and sake environments (Gallone et al., 2016). These biological differences are, at least 253 partially, explained by variants, including CN variants, found at different frequencies or uniquely 254 in wine yeasts. Below, we discuss what is known about the CN profile of genes from S. 255 cerevisiae wine yeast strains associated with these stressors that may reflect diversity in stress 256 tolerance or metabolic capacity and efficiency ( Figure 5 ). for oenologists as it facilitates yeast removal in post-processing (Soares, 2011) and is associated 274 with the production of flavor enhancing ester-containing compounds (Pretorius, 2000) . with cryptic unstable transcripts (red) then there may be two outcomes dependent on the degree 745 of the H3K56ac acetylation mark. If there are low levels of H3K56ac, it is more likely that there 746 will be proper fork restart by BIR (represented by one black arrow). If there are high levels of 747
Copy number variation and its impact on wine yeast adaptation in
H3K56ac, it is more likely that there will be repeated fork stalling (represented by three black Genes of interest are shown proximal to the category described and are colored blue, red, or 773 purple to represent a gene observed to be primarily deleted, duplicated, or both across 774 populations and studies investigating S. cerevisiae wine strains. Genes found to be both 775 duplicated and deleted present an opportunity for oenologists to capitalize on standing genetic 776 diversity to select for particular flavor profiles or yeast performance. 777 variation at the CUP1 locus. Through a mutational event, a beneficial CUP1 allele that contains 784 two or more copies of the locus may appear in the population. (a) Yeast with two or more copies 785 of CUP1, which in turn lead to higher CUP1 protein levels, will be better and more efficient at 786 copper sequesteration unlike the parental allele and therefore avoiding copper poisoning (Fogel 787 and Welch, 1982). (b) Assuming a large population size and strong positive selection, changes in 788 allele frequency will occur in the population due to changes in yeast survivability and ability to 789
propagate. More specifically, the frequency of the beneficial allele (i.e., CUP1 duplications) will 790 increase depending on the strength of selection, which increases as the concentration of 791 environmental copper increases, and the parental allele will decrease. 792 
